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Abstract—As the arguments for and against the use of pay-as-bid
(PAB) or marginal pricing (MP) in electricity pools tend to be qual-
itative, we compare the quantitative behavior of the two markets
assuming that generators submit the best strategic offers that cor-
respond to the specified pricing method. In Part I of this two-part
study, assuming that the system marginal costs for PAB and MP are
random with known probability density functions, we develop gen-
erator strategic offers by maximizing the corresponding expected
values of the generator profits over the offer parameters. In Part
II, relations are established between the system marginal costs for
each market type and a common random demand, thus allowing
the two markets to be compared through the expected values and
variances of the individual generation profits and of the consumer
payments.

This comparison demonstrates both theoretically and through
simulation that: 1) he expected values of the individual generator
profits as well as of the consumer payments are the same under MP
and PAB and 2) the variances of the individual generator profits
and of the consumer payments however are larger under MP than
under PAB. The primary conclusion is then that although MP
and PAB yield identical expected generator profits and consumer
payments, the risk of not meeting these expected values is greater
under MP than under PAB.

Index Terms—Expected profit, marginal pricing, pay-as-bid,
perfectly competitive markets, strategic offers, system marginal
cost, uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHETHER “pay as bid” (PAB) pricing can or should
replace the more common marginal pricing (MP) in

electricity markets is the subject of an on-going spirited debate
[1]–[5]. Since this discussion is rooted on qualitative or exper-
imental arguments, we have conducted a two-part theoretical
and quantitative study comparing the behavior of electricity
markets under both pricing approaches.

In the first part of the comparative study [6], we propose
strategic generator offers under the assumption that the system
marginal costs are random with known probability density func-
tions. For each pricing method we then derive strategic gen-
erator offers that maximize their individual expected profits.
These strategic offers which can be found in analytic form are
clearly distinct from one pricing method to the other.

This second part of this study recognizes that the relation be-
tween the system marginal cost (SMC) and the demand is af-
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fected by the pricing method and by its corresponding strategic
offers. One way to derive this relationship is to assume that the
system supply curve is known [10]. Here, however, the SMC
versus demand relation is derived from basic principles and
from the definitions of the two types of strategic offers. The
next necessary step to make a fair comparison is to establish
a common link between the two pricing methods, which here
is done via common demand conditions taken to be a random
variable lying within a known uncertainty range.

The two markets are then compared in terms of the corre-
sponding expected values and variances of the generation profits
and consumer payments, all of which can be computed analyti-
cally and verified through simulation.

This comparison demonstrates that: 1) the expected values of
the individual generator profits and of the consumer payments
are the same under MP and PAB and 2) the variances of the
individual generator profits and of the consumer payments are
however larger under MP than under PAB.

The main conclusion is then that although MP and PAB yield
identical expected generator profits and consumer payments, the
risk of not meeting these expected values is greater under MP
than under PAB.

II. SUMMARY OF STRATEGIC OFFERS

First, we present a brief summary of the main results of Part
I [6].

Under PAB or MP, the power pool schedules and dispatches
the generators by minimizing the total cost of the submitted of-
fers subject to the power balance constraint and to the generator
limits, that is

(1)

where

(2)

and
(3)

The binary variable determines whether the unit is sched-
uled on or off. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the gen-
erator cost offers are of the form1

(4)

We also assume that the generator limits are always fixed at
their true values, in other words that generators do not with-
hold power as a gaming strategy. Thus, the only parameter that

1As shown in [6], more general multi-segment offers with fixed and variable
costs could also be submitted but the analysis is not as transparent.
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can be varied by a generator when defining its offer strategy is
the incremental cost . The true value of the incremental cost,
known only to the generator itself, is denoted by .

Under the perfect market assumption used here, the System
Marginal Cost (SMC), in other words, the Lagrange multiplier
associated with the power balance (2), , cannot be affected by
any individual generator offer . Then, the optimal generation
schedule and dispatch that solves (1)–(3), also known as the
market clearing solution, can be found in terms of and the
offer , [7]. The on/off schedule of unit is

(5)

while the power output when is

(6)

The marginalunits whoseoffers are equal to the systemmar-
ginal cost, , operate somewhere between their upper and lower
limits. However, since under the perfect market assumption the
maximum output of any generator is negligible compared to the
system demand, the marginal generators can also be assumed to
operate at their maximum output with negligible error.

The same market clearing solution applies to both PAB and
MP, however with corresponding SMCs and profit-maximizing
strategies that may be different. Under PAB pricing, for an arbi-
trary SMC, , and offer parameter , the profit function
of unit is given by

(7)

while under MP, the profit function is

(8)

This paper assumes that under both PAB and MP the pre-
dicted load is random but known to lie inside the common range,

. This demand uncertainty results in corresponding
uncertainty ranges in the SMCs of both pricing methods that are
generally different, that is, for MP and

for PAB. Both SMCs are assumed to
be uniformly distributed random variables. Later in this paper,
we show how these SMC uncertainty ranges are related to the
common demand uncertainty range, a link that allows us to
compare the two methods on a common footing.

A. Probabilistic Strategic Offers Under MP

Under MP, as described in [6], a generator can maximize its
expected profit by submitting the strategic offer described in
Table I, here denoted by . The corresponding
maximum expected value is denoted by .

We note that the true incremental cost offer is one of the
strategic offers which maximize the expected profit under MP.

TABLE I
STRATEGIC OFFERS UNDER MP WITH UNIFORMLY RANDOM �

SUCH THAT � � � � �

TABLE II
STRATEGIC OFFERS UNDER PAB WITH UNIFORMLY RANDOM �

SUCH THAT � � � � �

B. Probabilistic Strategic Offers Under PAB

Under PAB, the generator’s strategic offer that maximizes
its expected profit is described in Table II and is denoted by

. The corresponding maximum expected
value is denoted by .

III. STANDARD DEVIATION OF PROFITS

UNDER STRATEGIC OFFERS

When the profit of a generator is random as is the case here,
the comparison of the two pricing methods should be based on
both the expected value and on the standard deviation of the
profit. The standard deviation provides a measure of the uncer-
tainty of the expected value; a high standard deviation indicating
that there is a high risk of deviating up or down with respect to
the expected value.

If for MP we denote the randomly distributed profit under the
strategic offer as , the variance of the profit
is

(9)

With the profit function specified in (8), we obtain

(10)

where

(11)

(12)

having defined .
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Similarly, the variance of the profit under PAB is given by the
integral

(13)

whose solution is

(14)

where

(15)

IV. CONSUMER PAYMENTS

In addition, to the expected values and standard deviations of
the generator profits, a comparison of the two pricing methods
should also look at the expected value of the consumer pay-
ments. Since we do not consider transmission losses or con-
gestion, the consumer payment is the sum of the individual
generator revenues,

(16)

Therefore, the expected value of the total consumer payment
is the sum of the individual expected generator revenues

(17)

As shown in Part I, under PAB the revenue of generator is the
offered cost, that is

(18)

where the expected revenue is

(19)

Using the strategic offer described in Table II and the unit com-
mitment in (5), becomes

(20)

Under MP, offering the true cost strategic offer, the revenue
of unit is

(21)

Then, the expected revenue is

(22)

V. MARKET BEHAVIOR COMPARISON BETWEEN PAB AND MP

We now characterize the market behavior under PAB and MP
assuming that the generators submit the strategic probabilistic
offers defined above subject to a predicted load that is random
but known to lie inside the common range, . First,
we introduce the following theorem.

Theorem: Let the demand be uncertain but within the
common known range for both MP and PAB.
Let the associated SMCs be random and uniformly distributed
within the uncertainty range under PAB, and
within under MP. Under each pricing rule, let
all generators use the respective expected-profit maximizing
strategy. Then we have the following.

a) The SMC uncertainty ranges satisfy the relations

b) The expected profits of generator i under PAB and MP are
equal, that is, .

c) The expected consumer payments (or total generator rev-
enues) under PAB and MP are equal, that is

d) The variances of the generator profits under MP are
greater than or equal to the variances under PAB, that is,

.
e) The consumer payment under MP lies within an uncer-

tainty range which contains the range of uncertainty of
the consumer payment under PAB.

This theorem is proven in the Appendix.

• Conclusion (a) of this theorem is fundamental and makes
it possible to relate the uncertainty ranges

for MP and for PAB to the
common demand uncertainty range, . This
relationship is illustrated in Fig. 1. One obvious observa-
tion is that for a common demand uncertainty range, the
corresponding SMC uncertainty range under MP is twice
the size of the SMC uncertainty range under PAB.

• Conclusions (b) and (c) of the theorem indicate that irre-
spective of the pricing method, consumers pay and gener-
ators collect the same amount, on the average.

• Conclusions (d) and (e) of the theorem say that although
the expected generator profits and expected consumer pay-
ment are independent of the pricing method, the uncer-
tainty in these expected values as defined by the variance
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Fig. 1. SMC versus demand behavior under PAB and MP subject to a same
demand uncertainty.

TABLE III
COST DATA

TABLE IV
SMC UNCERTAINTY RANGES ($/MWh)

of the generator profits or by the uncertainty range of the
consumer payment is worse under MP than under PAB.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We approximate a perfect market by a large number of units
each offering a maximum output of 50 MW, ordered in a mono-
tonically increasing sequence of . Table III lists units 400
through 450, one of whose true incremental costs defines the
SMC.

We suppose that the demand is uniformly uncertain in the
range [20 000 22 000] MW. As depicted in Fig. 1, we can obtain
the SMC uncertainty ranges under PAB and MP as shown in
Table IV.

Table V shows the strategic offers, the expected values, and
the standard deviations of the unit profits under PAB and MP.
The different strategic offers submitted by the generators are
clearly seen by comparing columns 2 and 5. Columns 3 and
6 confirm that the two pricing rules yield the same expected
profits when the generating units submit strategic offers. Finally,
columns 4 and 7 show that the standard deviations of the gener-
ator profits are always lower under PAB than under MP, and for
some units significantly lower.

TABLE V
STRATEGIC OFFERS AND PROFIT RESULTS UNDER PAB AND MP

TABLE VI
EXPECTED CONSUMER PAYMENT AND STANDARD DEVIATION

TABLE VII
EXPECTED AVERAGE PRICE PAID BY CONSUMERS AND STANDARD DEVIATION

The first column of numbers in Table VI reveals that, as pre-
dicted by the theory, the expected consumer payments are the
same under MP and PAB. The results also confirm that the stan-
dard deviation under MP is greater than that under PAB, in this
case about four times worse. The table also confirms that the un-
certainty range under MP is larger and contains the uncertainty
range under PAB.

In terms of average price paid by the consumers, Table VII
shows that consumers pay slightly more on the average for PAB
compared to MP, however the standard deviation is again signifi-
cantly worse under MP, that is 4.73 $/MWh versus 0.11 $/MWh.
This last measure cannot be derived theoretically and can only
be determined by simulation.

A second numerical example analyzed takes 26 generating
unit types from the IEEE RTS-96 [11] system, each divided into
four blocks of energy for a total of 104 energy blocks of dif-
ferent lengths and incremental costs. The five hydro units are
fully committed. The data characterizing these units is given in
Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII
INCREMENTAL COST DATA OF UNIT GROUPS BY BLOCKS

Fig. 2. System marginal cost versus total demand for RTS system.

This system is made up of 5 units of U12, 4 of U20, 4 of U76,
3 of U100, 4 of U155, 3 of U197, 1 of U350, and 2 of U400. To
be able to differentiate more clearly among otherwise identical
generating units, their incremental costs have been adjusted by
small amounts within %. For the above data, Fig. 2 shows
the corresponding System Marginal Cost (SMC) versus total
demand. When the demand uncertainty lies between 2308.8 and

TABLE IX
SMC UNCERTAINTY RANGES FOR IEEE RTS-96 DATA ($/MWh)

TABLE X
STRATEGIC OFFERS AND PROFITS UNDER PAB AND MP:

SAMPLE RESULTS OF IEEE RTS-96 DATA

TABLE XI
EXPECTED AVERAGE PRICE PAID BY CONSUMERS AND STANDARD DEVIATION

2968.2 MW, and the market follows the strategic offer behavior
derived in this paper, the resulting range of SMC under the two
pricing methods is summarized in Table IX.

Table X shows some selected statistical individual profit re-
sults obtained by running a large number of load levels within
the given uncertainty range. Note that the expected profits be-
tween MP and PAB are slightly different because these are esti-
mated numerically. What is consistent with the earlier example
and the theory is that the standard deviations of the profits re-
main considerably higher under MP in comparison with PAB.
Table XI confirms these conclusions with respect to the numeri-
cally estimated standard deviations of the average price paid by
the customers.

VII. CONCLUSION

To be able to compare the PAB and MP pricing rules under
common system demand conditions, we assume that the demand
is a random variable over a known range, and that the resulting
system marginal costs are uniformly distributed random vari-
ables. We also assume that all generators use the strategic offers
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derived in Part I that maximize the expected value of each indi-
vidual profit. This paper then establishes a theoretical relation
between the common system demand and the system marginal
cost for both PAB and MP, thereby providing a link between the
SMC uncertainty ranges under both pricing methods. This fun-
damental step allows us to reach the following conclusions.

• The expected value of the profit of an arbitrary generator
is the same under PAB and MP.

• The expected value of the consumer payment is the same
under PAB and MP.

• The standard deviation of the profit of an arbitrary gener-
ator is greater under MP than under PAB.

• The range of uncertainty of the consumer payment under
MP is larger than and contains the corresponding range of
uncertainty under PAB.

Numerical simulations confirm these comparative state-
ments, suggesting that, under perfect competition, MP is
financially riskier than PAB for both consumers and suppliers.

Notwithstanding these comparative results, we must be
careful in extrapolating them to systems where some gener-
ating units can exercise market power to control the price and
gain a profit advantage. A comparative quantitative study of
PAB and MP under market power conditions will inevitably
require numerical simulation and assumptions about risk tol-
erance on the part of the competing agents. Still, the results
obtained here under perfect market assumptions shed new
light into the MP versus PAB debate, bringing up some new
significant questions that need further study in real markets,
primarily: Is there less price and profit uncertainty under PAB
compared to MP? If the risks of making less profit are higher
under PAB, are agents less likely to game under PAB?

APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we prove the Theorem.

A. Proof of Part (a)

Under MP, the SMC/demand or versus curve is char-
acterized by

(23)

As derived in Part I, the strategic offer that maximizes the ex-
pected profit under MP is , the true incremental
cost. In (23), therefore, all units are scheduled on in increasing
order of .

Under PAB, the versus curve is characterized by

(24)

By examining the nature of the strategic PAB offer,
, in Table II, we observe that in (24) the gen-

erating units are also scheduled on in increasing order of the
cost parameter, .

Therefore, for the same demand, , both PAB and MP yield
identical generation schedules.

Suppose that unit is the most expensive of the scheduled on
units when supplying . Then, under MP

(25)

while under PAB

(26)

However, since is the highest value in the demand uncer-
tainty interval, the corresponding must also be the max-
imum in the uncertainty interval ; in other words

(27)

From (26) and (27), it follows that .
Similarly, the corresponding to must be the max-

imum in the uncertainty interval , in other words,
. It therefore follows that

(28)

thus, proving the first statement of part (a).
Similarly, assume that unit is the most expensive of the sched-

uled on units when the demand is . Then, under MP, the
value of must correspond to the minimum SMC in the in-
terval . Then

(29)

Similarly, under PAB

(30)

Therefore

(31)

which completes the Proof of (a).

B. Proof of Part (b)

Using part (a) of the Theorem, the maximum expected profit
under PAB in Table II can be rewritten as

(32)

which is identical to the maximum expected profit under MP.
Therefore, if all independent units use the maximum ex-

pected-profit offer strategy, they obtain the same expected profit
under both PAB and MP. This proves part (b) of the Theorem.
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C. Proof of Part (c)

Using part (a) and comparing (20) with (22) we obtain

(33)

It then follows that

(34)

Equation (34) shows that the expected value of the consumer
payment is identical under PAB and MP. This completes part
(c).

D. Proof of Part (d)

Using part (a) of the Theorem, (14) reduces to

(35)

and (15) becomes

(36)

Comparing (36) with (12)

(37)

If, in addition, we examine (14) and (10), it is clear that the
variance of the random profit is lower under PAB than under
MP. This completes part (d) of the Theorem.

E. Proof of Part (e)

An approximation of the variance of the consumer payment
can be analytically found by computing its extreme values as
follows.

When , the payment under PAB is

(38)

where Min is a set of generators with offer .
If and Max denotes the set of generators which

offer , then

(39)

Under MP

(40)

(41)

It is clear from (38)–(41) that and
that . This result indicates that the
consumer payments under PAB lie in a narrower range con-
tained inside the range of consumer payments under MP. This
proves part (e) of the Theorem.
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